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Honey In The Carcass

A Study of Some Antipodal

Imagery in All The King's Men
by

Luetta C. Milledge

One of the aspects of technique subsumed in textural intensity in

Robert Penn Warren's All The King's Men is the use of imagery for

theme elucidation and character delineation. Eric Bentley has charged

that Warren's symbolism is often something superimposed. 1 A study

of the antipodal images in All The King's Men will reveal, I think,

that this type of imagery is well integrated into the tissue of the novel.

The theme of the novel is multipartite; the images that illuminate

the theme are dense, ambiguous, ironic. Elizabeth M. Kerr writes:

The elaborate counterpoint of themes in All The King's Men
greatly enhances the dramatic quality of the novel by a basic

scheme of polarity that not only intensifies the conflict and height-

ens the character contrasts but also invests the individuals and
their struggles with universal significance. . . . The action centers

in man's sin and guilt and his attempt to evade evil; the total

meaning centers in the necessity of assuming responsibility and
acknowledging guilt, thereby accepting evil as an inevitable part

of life.
2

The motif that will be examined in this review is that of man's
quest for identity, "the drama of reconciliation of the selves—the new
self, discovered in the westward flight, with the fathered self."3 Jack
Burden's reconciliation results in his renascence. But his rebirth is

painful and comes only after protracted labor. "The curse of man is

his identity, which is his separateness and therefore his incomplete-

ness."4 Burden struggles against the "recognition of his basic identifi-

cation with the rest of ugly, corrupt, and incomplete humanity." 5 In

Hawthornesque imagery, Warren traces the necessity of isolation in

which man can achieve the "courage and clarity of mind to envision

1 Eric Bentley, "The Meaning of Robert Penn Warren's Novels," in William
Van O'Connor, Forms of Modern Fiction (Minneapolis: The University of Minne-
sota Press, 1948), p. 284.

2Elizabeth M. Kerr, "Polarity of Themes in All The King's Men," Modern
Fiction Studies, IV (Spring, 1960), 25.

3John Edward Hardy, "You, Robert Penn Warren," Poetry, XCIX (October,
1961), 57.

4Leonard Casper, Robert Penn Warren: The Dark and Bloody Ground
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1960), p. 128.

5Charles Kaplan, "Jack Burden, Modern Ishmael," College English XXII
(October, 1960), 22.
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the tragic pathos of life"
1

; and proclaims the inevitability of human
involvement.

The foetal imagery points up man's wish to remain oblivious to the

dark side of the psyche and the world. The "clammy, sad little foetus

you carry around inside yourself" does not want to know. Yet the

"end of man is to know."

Whenever Burden [allegorical man] finds himself a part of the

main, his reactions are described in monstrous images. To him, com-

munion is "twins bound together more intimately and disastrously than

the poor freaks of the midway who are bound by the common stitch

of flesh and gristle and the seepage of blood."

The horror that lies just beneath the surface suffuses the imagery

used to describe Cass Mastern's acknowledgment of the duality of life.

Cass Mastern lived for a few years and in that time he learned

that the world is all of a piece. He learned that the world is like

an enormous spider web and if you touch it, however lightly, at

any point, the vibration ripples to the remotest perimeter and the

drowsy spider feels the tingle and is drowsy no more but springs

out to fling the gossamer coil about you who have touched the

web and then inject the black, numbing poison under your hide.

It does not matter whether or not you meant to brush the web of

things. Your happy foot or your gay wing may have brushed it

ever so lightly, but what happens always happened and there is

the spider, beared black and with his great faceted eyes glittering

like mirrors in the sun, or like God's eye, and the fangs dripping.

This is perhaps the fundamental image revealing man's terrible snarl

of soul, the tortured and tortuous commingling of good and evil in the

world, and the inescapable destiny of being a piece of the continent.

Involvement, ineluctable and inexorable, leads to the unsheathing of

the suppurating sore, the uncovering of the corruption at the core of

life. In Willie Stark's words: "Man is conceived in sin and born in

corruption and he passeth from the stink of the didie to the stench of

the shroud." Nothing gold can stay, for there is always "the dead cat,

with patches of fur still clinging to the tight, swollen, dove-gray hide."

One can eat a persimmon and "the teeth of a tinker in Tibet are put

on edge." The inevitability of involvement is seen in the apposite

imagery in this excerpt:

. . . For nothing is lost, nothing is ever lost. There is always the

clue, the canceled check, the smear of lipstick, the footprint in

the canna bed, the condon on the park path, the twitch in the

old wound, the baby shoes dipped in bronze, the taint in the

blood stream, and all times are one time, and all those dead in the

past never lived before our definition gives them life, and out of

the shadow their eyes implore us.

1Robert Penn Warren, "Knowledge and the Image of Man," Sewanee Review
LXIII (April-June, 1955), 187.

2This and subsequent quotations from All The King's Men are taken from
the Modern Library Edition (New York: Random House, 1953).
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Man must be cognizant of the deceptive and illusory quality of

appearances. Sadie's face beneath her ugly facade is "humble, pure,

and trusting." The eyes of the Negro slaves in the Mastern interlude

seem to pierce the personae of the masters and discomfit them. \^ illie

tells Judge Irwin:

'Dirt's a funny thing. . . . Come to think of it. there ain't a

thing but dirt on this green God"s globe except what's under

water, and that's dirt too. It's dirt makes the grass grow. A diamond

ain't a thing in the world but a piece of dirt that got awful hot.

-And God-a-mighty picked up a handful of dirt and blew on it

and made vou and me and George Washington and mankind
blessed in facultv and apprehension. It all depends on what you

do with the dirt."

An examination of the passage cited above reveals a type of image,

closelv related to the Janus-like images already discussed, that might

be termed the image of ironic juxtaposition. Close to the metaphysical

conceit, this tvpe of imagery generally appears when a Swiftian disgust

at the horror of common humanity or a sophisticated revulsion

toward raw Nature is expressed.

The sodden T^ illie is described as a neuter item lying on the bed

with its hands "crossed piously on the bosom like the hands of a gisant

on the tomb in a cathedral." The Commissioner, Jack says, in devastat-

ing understatement and innuendo, is '"just another fellow, made in God's

image and wearing a white shirt with a readv-tied black bow tie and
jean pants held up with web galluses." The saintly look of the crazed

aerialist is the result of his tasting a piece of chocolate. "To look at

his face," Jack muses, "you might think it was a bite of Jesus and not

a slug of Hershev s had done it." Jack's feelings of nobility when he

accosts Tiny after ^ illie's assassination are belied by his awareness

of the revolting aspect of life. At once, he is "Jesus Christ with the

horsewhip in the temple" and a man who has dined sumptuously but

has only "The yellow, acid taste which has crawled up to the back of

the mouth from the old, tired stomach." wlien man is reborn and re-

fused through knowledge, the recurrent "image of the little girl on
the waters of the bay. all innocence and trustfulness, under the stormy
sky." dissolves into the picture of "the hag face like a rusty brush hook,

and green scum on the shrunk pool around which the exposed earth

cracks and scales like a gray scab."

The image of sinister, savage Nature is presented contrapuntally

with formal, ordered civilization when Jack looks "down toward the

bayou, which coiled under the moss depending from the line of battered

cypresses on the farther bank, the algae-mottled water heavy with the

hint and odor of swamp, jungle and darkness, along the edge of the

expanse of clipped lawn."

The visions are horrescent, and Jack [Man] flees West. But his

westward wanderjahre is not illusorv.

[West] is where you go when the land gives out and the old-

field pines encroach. It is where you go when you look down at

the blade in your hand and see the blood on it. It is where vou go
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when you are told you are a bubble on the tide of empire. It is

where you go when you hear that thar's gold in them-thar hills.

It is where you go to grow up with the country. It is where you

go to spend your old age. Or it is just where you go.

It was just where I went.

The quest for identity, the compulsion to fuse the disparate elements

of the human psyche sometimes are expressed in images of stasis and

mobility. However, the stasis is not really still; and the motion is not

dynamic. Mason Citv is the "place where Time gets tangled up in its

own feet and lies down like an old hound and gives up the struggle.
'

The incongruity of the benched town seers, "elder gods" outside time

and motion, leaning down to comment on struggling mortals, and the

train moving "through a cloying density of air" is evident. Both types

of images are inherent in the description of Jacks realization of the

truth about Truth, which hurts and ""is a terrible thing."

You dabble your foot in it and it is nothing. But you walk

a little farther and you feel it pull you like an undertow or a

whirlpool. First there is the slow pull so steady and gradual you

scarcely notice it, then the acceleration, then the dizzy whirl and

plunge into blackness. For there is a blackness of truth too.

It is the blackness of Truth that is the fundamental dichotomy of

the novel. As the Scholarlv Attorney asserts: "The creation of man
whom God in His foreknowledge knew doomed to sin was the awful

index of God's omnipotence." The acknowledgment of human guilt and

involvement is Jack's burden which he tries to evade through escape

mechanisms of Ideality, biological determinism, and uterine oblivion.

He cannot escape this burden, for he touches the web. albeit inadver-

tently. "Man must take the full risk of his humanity. The fallen can

rise to blessedness, but the untempted, meditating on immaculate pla-

teaus, give off little light."
1

Some conception of what Scott terms the "technical bravura" 2 of

Warren's work may be gleaned from a studv of the imagery of All The
King's Men. Much evidence can be amassed to refute Douglas" claim

that Warren chooses his details for their pictorial effects, not for their

connections with the characters. 3 The images examined above are well

wrought into the ironic texture of the novel. The work is infused A\ith

images of horror, infestation, infection, encrustation, decav, and evil.

These images suffuse the novel with an aura of murkiness that is an in-

tegral part of the book's theme. They lend an epiphanal extension to

the painful renascence of man into knowledge and involvement. Man is

born to die. as the sparks fly upward. Jack can sit in the back room
of Slades place and listen to his tissues disintegrate. But man is also

1 Casper, he. cit.

-Nathan A. Scott. Jr.. "Robert Penn Warren: The Man To Watch." The
Christian Century, LXXIII i February 29, 1956 L 272.

3Wallace W. Douglas. "Drug Store Gothic: The Style of Robert Penn War-
ren." College English AT I February. 1954 ), 269-70. See also Oscar Cargill. "Ana-
tomist of Monsters." in ibid., IX ( October. 1947 .



fated to live and to know. This is his damnation and his glory. "How
life is strange and changeful, and the crystal is in the steel at the

point of fracture, and the toad bears a jewel in its forehead, and the

meaning of moments passes like the breeze that scarcely ruffles the

leaf of the willow."

Man, however, must extricate the "meaning of moments" so that he

can go "into the convulsion of the world, out of history into history

and the awful responsibility of Time." Maculate and miraculous, man
must, as Jack Burden does, realize that "he has been watching a

Hegelian tragedy, where two opposing forces, each partly good but

each incomplete, have been reconciled by catastrophe." 1 The author's

intent is "to show complexity, not to show direction." 2 The use of anti-

podal imagery is a felicitous method to reveal the conglomeration of

the hideous and the glorious that is implicit in man's nature. Man's in-

eluctable quest for identity will reveal the Manichean mixture in

Dantean images of Infernal depths as well as those of Paradaisical

splendor. The acknowledgment of both realms can help man to carry

something besides "a corroded liver with him out of that dark backward
and abysm of Time."

1 Everett Carter. "The 'Little Myth' of Robert Penn Warren," Modern Fiction
Studies, VI (Spring, 1960), 9.

2Joseph E. Baker, "Irony in Fiction: All The King's Men," College English,
IX (December, 1947), 130.
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